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ABSTRACT

A book case processing portion of a book production line
forms a combination With a device for the removal of at least
one book case from a stream of book cases conveyed in a main

.
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conveying direction along the book case processing portion

of the book production line. The device includes a deposit tray
that is extendible into the stream to remove the at least one
book case from the stream of book cases.
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METHOD AND DEVICE FOR REMOVING AT
LEAST ONE BOOK CASE FROM A STREAM
OF BOOK CASES CONVEYED ALONG A
BOOK PRODUCTION LINE

book production line. For example, if tWelve book blocks are

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATION

larities are also conceivable, for example, that a section of a
book is damaged in a processing station or that different
quality problems are detected. It may be desirable to transfer

[0001]

This application claims the priority of Swiss Patent

Application No. 00637/11, ?led on Apr. 7, 2011, as Well as
US. Provisional Patent Application No. 61/ 505,23 1 , ?led on

Aug. 2, 2011, the subject matter of Which is incorporated
herein by reference.

located inside processing stations during the operation, While
only three book cases have already been deposited. It is pos
sible that the matching book blocks for the book cases located
in the book production line are not available. Other irregu

out a section of the book before a marriage to the book cover

takes place.
[0007]

In the event that book blocks are missing in the

ascending and/or descending sequence for the book blocks in
the processing chain, an empty cycle is assigned to this miss
ing book block and the associated case is transferred out at the

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002]

respective location.

Conventional book production lines join or marry

SUMMARY

respectively one book block and one book case in a clocked

operation. In the process, the book blocks and the associated
book cases are normally ?rst produced in separate machines.
With the conventional book production lines, for example, as
disclosed in German patent document DE 19729529 Al, the
book block ?rst travels separately from the associated book

case to the processing stations for rounding, backing, spine
glue application, headbanding and the like. The book case
generally passes through a case bending device before the
so-called marriage takes place in a doWnstream-arranged cas
ing-in machine, i.e. before the book case and the book block

[0008]

It is an object to provide a method and device for the

removal of individual book cases from a feeding stream con

veyed along a conventional book production line, if possible
Without interrupting the conveyed stream. The solution
should, furthermore, not require additional space. It is a fur
ther object that a quick intervention in the book production

are joined.

line should not be made more dif?cult, meaning that the
conveying sections should remain easy to access, if possible.
[0009] The above and other objects are accomplished
according to one aspect of the invention Wherein there is
provided a method for production of books, in particular for

[0003]

producing small book editions, Which, in one embodiment,

Conventional book production lines of this type

operate based on the premise of a production of medium to

includes supplying a stack of book cases in a stream along a

large book editions. For a series of tWo or more book blocks,
an equal number of book cases are therefore provided, Where
it is not necessary to observe a speci?c sequence because one
book is composed in the same Way as another book Within a

book production line in a main transporting direction; sup
plying a plurality of book blocks successively along the book
production line; identifying a marking by an identi?cation

single edition.
[0004] When producing small editions of personaliZed

ting an identi?ed marking on at least one book case to a

books, for example, books of photographs, the book block as

result of the marking on the at least one book case, a dataset
stored in the machine control for a sequence of book cases to

Well as the book case are unique items. A small edition,

device on each of the book blocks and book cases; transmit

machine control of the book production line; assigning, as a

therefore, requires an unambiguous identi?cation of the book

the supplied stack, Where the assigning of the dataset is done

case and the book block, Where reference to this is made in
German patent document DE 102008034065 A1.

by one of the machine control or an operator; determining,

[0005]

To obtain non-problematic processing of small edi

tions in a conventional book production, Where this refers to
a throughput range of 3600 hardcover books per hour, for

based on the identi?ed markings of the supplied book blocks,
a sequence in the machine control for book blocks positioned

on the book production line; comparing the dataset for the

a control function. A section of the book to be produced

sequence of the book cases to the sequence of the book
blocks; and if, based on the comparison, at least one book
block is missing, relative to the sequence for the book cases,

therefore predetermines for the book production line Which

removing at least one book case from the stream of book cases

other section of the later book must be joined to it. SWiss
patent document CH 00759/ 10 deals With the problems of a
targeted and ?exible incorporation of a section of a book
Which is produced in a small edition into a book production

that corresponds to the at least one missing book block, using
the machine control.
[0010] According to one embodiment, the books produced
With the aid of the book production line are composed of at

line, as Well as the secure allocation of the sections to be

least one book block and a rigid or hardcover book case,

married. The aforementioned document proposes creating

adapted to protect the book block. The book block and the
book case may be transported to the location of the marriage
either parallel to each other and coming from the same direc
tion, or coming from different directions.
[0011] According to an embodiment, markings on the book

example, either the book case or the book block must take on

task stacks comprising book cases of a knoWn composition
for Which the case information is made available to the book

production line in the form of a single marking for the task
stack.

[0006] When operating conventional book production
lines, as generally understood in the art, it has turned out that
in some cases individual book cases and/or book blocks must

be removed. HoWever, this cannot be realiZed When using
book production lines con?gured based on conventional
designs. Those cases include, for example, if the book cases
and the book blocks must travel different distances along the

blocks, as Well as on the book cases, may be initially identi
?ed. Subsequently, the at least one book case may be removed
in dependence on an evaluation of the previously made iden
ti?cation in a machine control unit.

[0012] According to another embodiment, folloWing the
feeding of a stack of book cases and a number of book blocks
to the book production line, the marking on at least one book
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case in the conveyed stream positioned on the book produc
tion line may be identi?ed and the identi?ed marking may be
subsequently transmitted to the machine control. Based on
the marking identi?ed on this one book case, the machine

[0020] According to one embodiment, the deposit tray may
be connected With positioning bearings at its attachment end
to the book production line, such that it can be displaced
linear and parallel to the main transporting direction. The

control may assign to the supplied stack a dataset, stored in
the machine control, for the sequence of the book cases in this

bearings from format-dependent, adjustable guide plates for

stack, Where this dataset may be assigned automatically or by

the book production line.

deposit tray may be adapted to suspend With positioning

an operator to the supplied stack. During this process, the

[0021] According to another embodiment, the deposit tray

dataset may be simply activated, for example through an
operator action, or the operator may actually trigger the data
transmission through a corresponding action. OWing to the

may be ?tted onto a hinge mechanism, With its exposed end
facing the conveyed stream of book cases.
[0022] These embodiments of the deposit tray have advan
tages because the deposit tray can thus be inserted and

markings on the supplied book blocks, a sequence for these
book blocks may be determined in the machine control and
may be compared to the dataset for the sequence of the book
cases. As a result of this comparison and if at least one book

block is missing, relative to the sequence for the book cases,
the machine control may trigger the removal of at least one
book case Which corresponds to the at least one missing book
block.
[0013] According to one embodiment, one or more book
cases may be transferred-out and temporarily stored in a

cost-effective manner, Without interrupting the book produc

removed quickly, Without high assembly expenditure, and
consequently does pose an obstacle to format changes for the
book cases conveyed in the book production line and/or can

adapt to these format changes.
[0023] According to one embodiment, the hinge mecha
nism may include at least one cylinder, positioned pivoting in
a plane parallel to the main transporting direction and per
pendicular to the deposit tray. The cylinder may include an
exposed end Which faces the exposed end of the deposit tray.
An adjustment mechanism of this type is suitable for making

tion process. At the completion of a Work order, cases that
have been removed can be supplied again in the exact same
sequence to a magaZine for holding the cases. The data and/or
the sequence for the transferred-out cases may be identi?ed
by the machine control and can be taken over.
[0014] According to one embodiment, the at least one book
case may be removed following a case bending operation.

quick adjustments to the deposit tray.

[0015]

[0025] FIG. 1 is a schematic vieW ofa portion ofthe book
production line according to an embodiment of the invention;

According to another embodiment, one of the book

cases may be removed While the cases are dropping out of a

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0024] The present invention Will be more readily under
stood from the folloWing detailed description When read in

conjunction With the accompanying drawings, in Which:

processing device that is arranged along the book production

[0026]

line, for example, but not limited to, a case bending device.
For this, a deposit tray or stacker tray may be moved into the
?ight trajectory for the book cases to catch and accommodate

production line according to an embodiment of the invention,
Where the device is in an idle position;
[0027] FIG. 3 is a perspective vieW according to FIG. 2,
Where the device is in the catching position;
[0028] FIG. 4 is an enlarged perspective vieW of FIG. 2,
shoWing a detail of the device according to the invention;
[0029] FIG. 5 is an enlarged perspective vieW of FIG. 3,
shoWing a detail of the device according to the invention; and
[0030] FIG. 6 is a cross-sectional vieW of FIGS. 2 and 3,

the at least one book case.

[0016] The application, furthermore, relates to a book case
prossessing portion of a book production line forming a com
bination With a device for removal of at least one book case

from a stream of book cases conveyed in a main conveying

direction along the book case processing portion of the book
production line. The device, in one embodiment, includes a
deposit tray that is extendible into the stream to remove the at
least one book case from the stream of book cases.

[0017]

According to one embodiment, the deposit tray may

have an essentially rectangular shape, as seen from above,
With an exposed or unattached end in an upstream direction
and an attachment end in a doWnstream direction. In the end

region Where it is attached, the deposit tray may be positioned
articulated in the book production line. The deposit tray may
be adapted to move from an upper idle position in Which it has
no contact With the conveyed stream of book cases to a loWer

catching position Where it is in contact With the conveyed
stream of book cases.

[0018] According to another embodiment, the deposit tray
may include a center tray section and angled sections that are

positioned adjacent thereto. The center tray section and the
angled sections may be oriented parallel to the main trans
porting direction for the book cases.

[0019]

According to a different embodiment, the deposit

tray may include an axis of rotation, formed perpendicular to

the main transporting direction, for the articulated position
ing in the region of the attachment end.

FIG. 2 is a perspective vieW of a device on the book

shoWing the device suspended from guide plates Which are
shoWn in tWo positions transverse to the main transporting
direction.
[0031] The ?gures shoW various embodiments of the inven
tion, Where similar components are given the same reference
numbers and not all ?gures include all reference numbers.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0032] In a book production line 6, book blocks 61 are
married to the respective book cases 2, to form ?nished
books. FIG. 1 shoWs a portion of a book production line 6,
With a case bending device 3 in Which the book cases 2 are

bent such that folloWing the joining With the book block 61
and the drying operation, they assume their ?atness. Arranged
upstream of the case bending device 3 is a case magaZine 7 for
accommodating a stack 8 of book cases 2, Where the book
cases 2 are separated out from the stack 8 and conveyed
further to the case bending device 3. Adjoining the case bend
ing device 3 in a doWnstream direction is a conveying section
9 in the form of a pusher, Which includes side-mounted guide

plates 5, as shoWn in FIGS. 2 and 3, Which function to guide
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the book cases 2. TWo correspondingly bent book cases 2 With
a gap disposed in-betWeen are located on the conveying sec
tion 9.

43, are embodied similar to the center tray section 42, mean

ing they can be suspended from the rod 50.
[0039] At the attachment end 41 for the deposit tray 4, the

directly into the case magazine 7 or the book cases 2 are
positioned in the form of an overlapping ?oW onto a convey

center tray section 42 is adapted to rotate around the axis 45
and is connected to a non-depicted frame of the book produc
tion line 6. The angular tray sections 43, 44 are positioned

ing belt 10, arranged upstream of the case magazine 7. In the

rotating in the adjustable bearings 46, meaning they also

latter case, the book cases 2 are conveyed With the aid of the
conveying belt 10 to the case magaZine 7 Where a stack 8 is

rotate around the axis or rotation 45.

again formed. Starting With the supplied stack 8, the book

the book cases 2 are conveyed in a stream 11 to the case

cases 2 are thus transported in the form of a conveyed stream
11, shoWn in FIG. 1 With a dash-dot arroW, via the case

bending device 3. To remove as needed at least a single book

magaZine 7, the case bending device 3 and the conveying
section 9 to the location of marriage With the respective book

production line 6, the deposit tray 4 is loWered from its idle
position and, in the process, enters the conveyed stream 11 of

blocks 61, Wherein this location is not shoWn herein.
[0034] According to an embodiment, the device for the

cases 2 Which are leaving the case bending device 3. After at

[0033]

Initially, a stack 8 of book cases 2 is deposited either

removal of a book case from the stream of book cases may be

in the form of a deposit tray 4, for example, a catching ?ap,
Which may be arranged above the conveying section 9 and, as
seen in the main transport direction 1 for the cases 2, directly
doWnstream of the case bending device 3. FIG. 1 shoWs the
deposit tray 4 With solid lines in an upper idle position and
With dashed lines in a loWered catching position, relative to

the idle position. The book production line 6 furthermore
includes a machine control 58 Which is connected to the

deposit tray 4, the case bending device 3, the conveying
section 9 and the conveying belt 10.
[0035] FIGS. 2 and 3 shoW perspective vieWs of the deposit
tray 4, as Well as the components of the book production line
6, Which are arranged directly upstream and doWnstream of
the deposit tray 4. The deposit tray 4 is shoWn in FIG. 2 in the
idle position and in FIG. 3 in the catching position Where it is
loWered from the idle position.

[0036] A top perspective vieW shoWs that the deposit tray 4
has an essentially rectangular shape, With an exposed end 47

[0040] During the operation of the book production line 6,
case 2 from the stream 11 that is conveyed along the book

least a single case 2 has been deposited on the deposit tray 4,
the deposit tray 4 is raised once more and the thereon depos
ited case 2 is removed from the conveyed stream 11, so that
the folloWing book cases 2 can be supplied Without a problem
to the conveying section 9 Which is arranged doWnstream of
the case bending device 3.
[0041] FIGS. 4 and 5 provide a vieW of the deposit tray 4

Without the additional components of the book production
line 6, Where the connection betWeen the tWo cylinders 49 and
the rod 50 is clearly visible. An exposed end 59 of the cylin
ders 49 in this case faces the exposed end 47 of the deposit
tray 4 While, at the other end, the cylinders are connected to
the book production line 6. Respectively one hinged panel 53
of a hinge mechanism 48, to Which the cylinder 49 also
belongs, is furthermore arranged stationary on each side of
the deposit tray 4, relative to the book production line 6.
[0042] Respectively one L-shaped angle lever 51 is further
more positioned rotating around a horiZontal axis of rotation

54 in the hinged panel 53, transverse to the main transporting
direction 1, Which is positioned inside a bend betWeen the tWo

in an up stream direction and an attachment end 41 in a doWn

legs 56, 57 of the respective angle lever 51. Facing aWay from

stream direction. In the main transporting direction 1, the
deposit tray 4 furthermore includes tWo angular tray sections
43, 44, a center tray section 42, as Well a rod 50, at its exposed
end 47, Which faces the case bending device 3. In a region
beloW the conveying section 9, one cylinder 49 Which is

the additional axes of rotation 54, the respective cylinder 49 is
attached rotating to a short leg 56 of the L-shaped angle lever
51 While a long leg 57 of the angle lever 51 accommodates the

attached articulated on at one end is positioned respectively

on each side of the deposit tray 4, meaning on the operating
side as Well as the opposite-arranged frame side. The rod 50 is

adapted to be loWered With the cylinder 49 to the catching
position and raised to the idle position.

rod 50 (See FIG. 5).
[0043] FIG. 6 depicts a cross-section through the book
production line 6, as seen in the direction of the deposit tray 4
and counter to the main transport direction 1. The hinge
mechanism 48 Which accommodates the rod 50 is visible at
the outer ends. The angular tray sections 43, 44 are on the
outside and the center tray section 42 is positioned in the

[0037] The center tray section 42 is embodied as a ?at plate
Which can be placed onto the rod 50 at the exposed end 47 of

center of the rod 50.

the deposit tray 4. For this, the center tray section 42 is bent

solid line, are located in a maximum outer position. The

over or tilted at the exposed end 47 of the deposit tray 4 With
a radius corresponding to that of the rod 50. On the side facing
aWay from the case bending device 3, the center tray section
42 is positioned suspended at the attachment end 41 of the
deposit tray 4, such that it can rotate around an axis 45.

[0038]

The deposit tray 4 is suspended on both sides from

the guide plates 5, With the aid of the angular tray sections 43,
44. For this, the angular tray sections 43, include adjustable
bearings 46 Which are arranged displaceable in the main
transport direction 1 on the guide plates 5. The angular tray
sections 43, 44 furthermore include respectively one vertical
Wall 52 (See FIGS. 4 and 5) for guiding the deposit tray 4 on

the side along the guide plates 5 during the pivoting from the

[0044]

The guide plates 5 shoWn in FIG. 6, illustrated by a

dashed lines shoW the guide plates 5 While these are moved
toWard the inside and to a minimum position, transverse to the

main transporting direction 1, Where this clearly illustrates
the ?exibility of the deposit tray 4 With respect to different
case formats (maximum; minimum).
[0045] According to one embodiment, all components of
the deposit tray 4 can be inserted or placed onto a book

production line 6 Without requiring extensive assembly

expenditure.
[0046]

Another embodiment initially involves the identi?

cation of a marking 62 on the book blocks 61 as Well as the
book cases by an identi?cation device 63 and the removal of
a book case 2 in dependence on an evaluation, evaluated in the

idle position to the catching position and vice versa. At the

machine control 58 for the book production line 6, of the

exposed end 47 of the deposit tray 4, the angular tray sections

previously made identi?cation. The marking 62 on the cases
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2 Which can be a marking applied additionally to the cases 2

supplying a stack of book cases in a stream along a book

as Well as a marking based on the characteristics of the book

production line in a main transporting direction;
supplying a plurality of book blocks successively along the

cases 2, for example, the dimensions, the material, or the print

image.

book production line;

[0047] Following the supplying of a stack 8 of book cases
and a number of book blocks 61 to the book production line 6,
the machine control 58 assigns to this stack 8 of book cases 2
a dataset, stored in the machine control 58, for the sequence of
the book cases 2 in this stack 8, based on the marking 62
identi?ed by the identi?cation device 63 on the at least one
book case 2 in the supplied stack 8.

[0048]

OWing to the marking 62 identi?ed on the supplied

book block 61, a sequence for these book blocks 61 is deter
mined in the machine control 58 and is then compared to the
dataset for the sequence of the book cases 2. As a result of this

comparison, and if at least one book block 61 is missing,
relative to the sequence of the book cases 2, the machine
control 58 triggers the removal of a book case 2 that corre

sponds to the at least one missing book block 61.
[0049] The book cases 2 leave the case bending device 3 on

a trajectory, so that if the deposit tray 4 (See FIG. 3) is loWered
to the catching position, one book case 2 after another is
deposited on the deposit tray 4, With the last book cover 2

being positioned on the top, until the deposit tray is again
raised to the idle position (See FIG. 2). In this Way, one or
more book cases 2 can be removed With the aid of the deposit

tray 4 from the conveyed stream 11.

[0050]

In this embodiment, the short legs 56 of the angle

levers 51 are moved With the aid of the hinge mechanism 48
in the direction of the case bending device 3 during the out

Ward movement of the cylinders 49. As a result, the long legs
57 of the angle levers 51 tilt With the rod 50 in an upWard
direction and the deposit tray 4 is then in the idle position (See
FIGS. 2 and 4). For the reverse operation, the retracting of the
cylinders 49 leads to the loWering of the deposit tray 4 to the
catching position, meaning to the removal of at least one book
case 2 from the conveyed stream 11 (See FIGS. 3 and 5).
[0051] In the idle position of the deposit tray 4, the book
cases 2 move or drop beloW the deposit tray 4 completely
unhindered onto the conveying section 9 (See FIG. 1). The

identifying a marking on each of the book blocks and book
cases;
transmitting an identi?ed marking on at least one book case

to a machine control of the book production line;
assigning, as a result of the marking on the at least one book
case, a dataset stored in the machine control for a

sequence of book cases to the supplied stack, Wherein
the assigning of the dataset is done by one of the machine
control or an operator;

determining, based on the identi?ed markings of the sup
plied book blocks, a sequence in the machine control for
book blocks positioned on the book production line;
comparing the dataset for the sequence of the book cases to
the sequence of the book blocks; and
if, based on the comparison, at least one book block is
missing, relative to the sequence for the book cases,
removing at least one book case from the stream of book
cases that corresponds to the at least one missing book

block, using the machine control.
2. The method according to claim 1, further comprising
bending the at least one book case prior to the removal of the
at least one book case.

3. The method according to claim 1, further comprising
moving a deposit tray into the stream of book cases on the
book production line to remove the at least one book case
from the stream, Wherein the removal occurs as the at least
one book case drops out of a processing device along the book

production line.
4. A book case processing portion of a book production line
forming a combination With a device for removal of at least
one book case from a stream of book cases conveyed in a main

conveying direction along the book case processing portion
of the book production line, Wherein the device comprises: a
deposit tray that is extendible into the stream to remove the at
least one book case from the stream of book cases.

conveying section 9 takes over the book cases 2 so they are

5. The combination according to claim 4,

positioned betWeen the guide plates 5 Which are arranged

Wherein the deposit tray is essentially rectangular-shaped,

parallel to the main transporting direction 1 on the side of the
book cases 2. The guide plates 5 can be moved format-depen
dent in a direction transverse to the transporting direction 1.

Wherein the deposit tray includes an exposed end in an

[0052]

According to another embodiment, not shoWn

herein, the at least one book case 2 may be removed from the

conveying section 9 or at another position along the book
production line 6. For this, the book cases 2 are not removed
from the conveyed stream 11 While on a trajectory, but While

positioned ?at on the book production line 6, Where suitable
shearing plates or suction devices are arranged for this. The at

upstream direction of the main conveying direction, and
an attachment end in a doWnstream direction of the main

conveying direction, and
Wherein the attachment end of the deposit tray is positioned
along the book case processing portion of the book pro
duction line so that the deposit tray is moveable betWeen
an upper idle position, Where the exposed end of the
deposit tray is lifted and does not come in contact With
the conveyed stream of book cases, and a loWered catch

least one book case 2, removed in this Way, may then supplied
to a deposit tray.

ing position, Where the exposed end of the deposit tray is

[0053] It Will be understood that the above description of
the present invention is susceptible to various modi?cations,

book cases.

changes and adaptations, and that the same are intended to be

comprehended Within the meaning and range of equivalents
of the appended claims.
What is claimed is:

1. A method for production of books, in particular for
producing small book editions, Wherein the books include at
least one book block and a book case that protects the book

block, comprising:

loWered to make contact With the conveyed stream of

6. The combination according to claim 5, Wherein the

deposit tray comprises:
a center tray section, and

tWo angular support sections arranged adjacent to and on
opposite sides of the center tray section,
Wherein the center tray section and the tWo angular support
sections are oriented parallel to the main conveying
direction When the deposit tray is in the upper idle posi
tion.
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7. The combination according to claim 6, wherein the
attachment end of the deposit tray includes an axis of rotation
that is perpendicular to the main conveying direction for the

end of the deposit tray, Wherein the hinge mechanism is
adapted to rotate the deposit tray toWards and aWay from the

rotated positioning of the deposit tray.

11. The combination according to claim 10, Wherein the
hinge mechanism comprises at least one cylinder that is posi
tioned in a plane that is both parallel to the main conveying
direction and perpendicular to the deposit tray, Wherein the at

8. The combination according to claim 4, further compris
ing tWo adjustable bearings to couple the attachment end of
the deposit tray to the book production line, Wherein the
adjustable bearings are adapted to displace the deposit tray in
a linear direction and parallel to the main conveying direction.

9. The combination according to claim 8, further compris
ing tWo guide plates that are coupled to the deposit tray,
Wherein the deposit tray is suspendable, using the tWo

adjustable bearings, from the guide plates, and
Wherein the spacing betWeen the tWo guide plates is adjust
able to accommodate different siZes of book cases.

10. The combination according to claim 4, further com

prising a hinge mechanism that is adapted to ?t the exposed

conveyed stream of book cases.

least one cylinder includes an exposed end that faces the

exposed end of the deposit tray.
12. A book production line including a combination
according to claim 4.
15. A method for removal of at least one book case from a

stream of book cases conveyed in a main conveying direction
along a book case processing portion of a book production

line, comprising utiliZing the combination according to claim
4.

